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✩

45

Go with the flow! 
Background knowledge
Liquids flow and take the shape of the container into which they are poured.
Some liquids feel “thin” and flow quickly, while others feel “thick” and flow
slowly. This property of resistance to flow is called viscosity.

Collect different liquids in your home such as liquid
soap, molasses, or one of the liquids noted in the
above chart. Design and conduct an experiment to
see which liquid has the greatest viscosity. 

Science investigation

How long do you think the modeling clay would 
take to fall through apple juice? Explain.

water
vegetable oil
olive oil
nail polish remover
golden syrup
motor oil
dishwashing liquid

Time taken
(for modeling
clay to fall)

2  seconds
4.5  seconds

6  seconds
1  second

90  seconds
10  seconds

7  seconds

OrderLiquid

Science activity
Hunter tested the viscosity of different liquids by pouring each one into a tall
jar and timing how long it took for a small lump of modeling clay to drop to
the bottom.

Using the chart below, number the liquids in order of their viscosity. Write 1
for the least viscous liquid and 7 for the most viscous. 
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Be sure to use a tall glass in the investigation so liquids
don’t overflow. The more viscous the liquid, the slower
an object will fall through it. The young investigator
should drop the same object in each liquid for the most
valid comparisons.

45 ✩Go with the flow! 
Background knowledge
Liquids flow and take the shape of the container into which they are poured.
Some liquids feel “thin” and flow quickly, while others feel “thick” and flow
slowly. This property of resistance to flow is called viscosity. More
information about liquids can be found at website 45-1.

Science investigation

How long do you think the modeling clay would 
take to fall through apple juice. Explain.

water
vegetable oil
olive oil
nail polish remover
golden syrup
motor oil
dishwashing liquid

Time taken
(for modeling
clay to fall)

2  seconds
4.5  seconds

6  seconds
1  second

90  seconds
10  seconds

7  seconds

OrderLiquid

Science activity
Hunter tested the viscosity of different liquids by pouring each one into a tall
jar and timing how long it took for a small lump of modeling clay to drop to
the bottom.

Using the chart below, number the liquids in order of their viscosity. Write 1
for the least viscous liquid and 7 for the most viscous. 

The modeling clay would probably take just over 2 seconds to
fall through apple juice because apple juice is mostly water.

Answers will vary. Make sure the child collects a
variety of matter samples to test. Broken toys and junk
are best to use, since all the samples will be scratched.

42 ✩ What a hard test! 
Background knowledge
Hardness is the ability of matter to resist scratching. The scientist Friedrich
Mohs invented a scale of hardness based on the ability of one natural sample
of matter to scratch another. The samples of matter used by Mohs are all
minerals. Minerals are pure substances found in nature. Rocks are made 
up of one or more minerals. Talc is the softest: it can be scratched by all
other materials. Gypsum is harder: it can scratch talc but not calcite, which
is even harder.

Science investigation

Scale of hardness
1 talc softest
2 gypsum
3 calcite
4 fluorite
5 apatite
6 orthoclase
7 quartz
8 topaz
9 corundum

10 diamond hardest

Science activity
Mohs’s scale of hardness is given below.
It shows the hardness of different
minerals on a scale of 1–10.

Use the table above to work out approximately how the following materials
would rate on Mohs’s scale of hardness.

A finger nail – it can scratch gypsum but not calcite.

An iron nail – it can scratch apatite but not orthoclase.

Glass – it can scratch fluorite.

About 2.5

About 5.5

Higher than 4 

Make sure the type and volume of the inflated balloons
are the same. The child can time how long it takes for
each balloon to rise to the ceiling. The faster balloon
will be the least dense (most buoyant).

44 ✩ Name that gas! 
Background knowledge
Air is a mixture of gases. The main gases in air are nitrogen and oxygen. 
There are also small amounts of other gases, including carbon dioxide, helium,
and argon. Each of these gases has different properties that are useful to us in 
different ways. They can be separated from each other by cooling because each
one condenses at a different temperature. Condensation is the phase change by
which matter changes from a gas to a liquid.

Helium is an inert gas. It is used to fill balloons to make them buoyant. What
happens when you let go of a balloon? What does this tell you about helium?

Decide which gas should be used in each of the following cases.

Science investigation

Filling fire 
extinguishers

Filling cylinders to help
people with lung disease

breathe more easily

Filling light bulbs so
that the filament does
not react chemically

Gas
oxygen

carbon 
dioxide
argon

Properties
chemically reactive; necessary for burning, and 
for living things to respire (use food for energy)
chemically reactive; extinguishes flames; quite a dense
(heavy) gas; needed by plants for photosynthesis 
not chemically reactive (inert)

Science activity
The properties of some of the gases in air are listed below. A chemically
reactive gas can react with other substances to form new substances. For
example, oxygen is chemically reactive; it causes iron to rust. 

oxygen carbon dioxide argon

The balloons float in air because they are less dense than the air.

Unpeeled grapes will rise up in carbonated water.
Their skin repels the water, so they appear to float.
When the grapes are peeled, they absorb water. This
increases their density, so they sink. 

43 ✩It’s a gas!
Background knowledge
Some types of matter easily change into a gas. Gasoline and perfumes are
examples of this type of matter. Dry ice, which is solid, can change phase 
directly into a gas, but it has no odor. This property of matter is called its
volatility. Some gases flow more rapidly than others because of differences 
in their density. Denser gases sink under less dense gases. Less dense gases
spread out faster than denser gases. You can smell dinner cooking in the
kitchen because heat from the stove changes some of the food into volatile
gases, which spread through your home. 

Science activity

The information in the above data tables lists the density of some common
gases. The density of air is 0.0013 grams per ml. According to this data
table, why do helium balloons float in air?

Science investigation

Name of gas Density in grams per ml
hydrogen 0.00009
carbon dioxide 0.00198
helium 0.00018
nitrogen 0.00126
oxygen 0.00143

The density of helium is less than the density of air.

Place the gases in order from least dense to densest. Which gas would flow
the fastest? Explain.
Hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide. Hydrogen
would flow the fastest since it is the least dense.
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Be sure to use a tall glass in the investigation so liquids don’t 
overflow. The more viscous the liquid, the slower an object will 
fall through it. The young investigator should drop the same 
object in each liquid for the most valid comparisons.
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